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Latter Rain – Who’s Who
Acts 2:14,15
326 Open My Eyes That I May See
269 Come, Holy Spirit
Last time… we started out… with these
ideas:
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A previous time… we talked about…
how
God is not the author of confusion!
God is a god of… cosmos 2889… GR for
order
We discussed 3… initial Principles:
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Principle #1

The Scriptures are
our Safeguard

I asked… What is your… standard of
faith?
Is it your feelings… emotions… personal
preferences?
Or is it God’s word?
Most of Christianity… seems to had
made… feeling more and more
important…
While the reading of… and the
knowledge of… scripture have declined
Principle 2 was:
Whether it is… Sunday vs. Sabbath…
the State of the Dead… or Speaking in
Tongues
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Principle #2
Isolating certain texts
is Dangerous!

Isolating text is… dangerous… and
potentially fatal
As we studied all… the uses of
tongues… in Acts we concluded:
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Therefore we… establish the following
principle:
Tongues in Acts
1. The refences to tongues in Acts
clearly refer to known languages.
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I.E. a known… intelligible…
understandable… language… familiar to
its hearers
Principle #3
Acts 2 is the first and therefore
the only “clear” definition / example
of the phenomena of tongues

To read into… Eisegesis… any
subsequent tongues texts… a practice
of… non-intelligible vocalizations
Unfortunately… this is what… the
modern speakers… of tongues… are
doing
Why? Because it… meets their needs…
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Therefore… it would be… unsound…
irresponsible… and for that matter
dangerous…

Today… We will discus this idea further.
So this morning… let’s go over Act 2
again… this time from… the angle of…
Who is Who… among the pronouns…
and what can… we learn from…
answering this:
In verses 6-15… of Acts 2… we find no
lees than - 22 PRONOUNS
The unfortunate part… is that… most
are not… directly associated with…
proper nouns (Antecedents)
This leaves us… with a mystery… to
carefully sleuth out…
Most of these… are easily discerned…
while others are difficult
Improper understanding… can lead to
assumptions… and thus implications

In Charismania… tongues is central…
yes… but it is NOT… the only
manifestation… of the spirit
The other manifestation… is known as…
slain in the Spirit… or as some frame
it… Drunk in the Spirit
And the sole idea… the credibility for
this… manifestation… rests on one text
And this is it… this idea that… the
gathered crowd… thought that the…
disciples were DRUNK
Charismatics use this… as PROOF… to
subsequently imply… that the
disciples… were acting intoxicated
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Thus the modern phenomena… of
“slain in the Spirit”… when
Charismatics… act DRUNK… with “holy”
laughter
The key to understanding… the
misunderstanding… rests in defining…
the PRONOUNS
For example here… who are the so
called… OTHERS that are mocking
And who are… the THEY… to whom
they refer
To answer this… we must go back… to
verse 5

Remember… last week we said… that
Pentecost was one… of the feast… with
Passover and Tabernacles…
That every Jewish Male… was required
to attend… in Jerusalem
Hence their presence… dwelling
doesn’t mean… permanent residents…
but simply visitors
Verse 6
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Question # 1… who is the THEM?
A: The Disciples… who received the
gift… of the HS… and tongues (vss 1 &
4)
Q2: Who does HIS refer to?
A: The multitude… of men (i.e.
everyone)… from all nations (vs 7)
Let’s clarify… the make up… of the
crowd:
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There are gathered here… 3 sub-groups
The smallest of which… was likely the
DISCIPLES
Which the Angel… addressed as.. “men
of Galilee”… at the ascension of Christ

Galileans (vs 7) (1:11-15)

Acts 1:14,15 tell us that… they
numbered… 120 plus the women
The next group… would have been…
the LOCALS… the Judeans

It is unlikely… but possible that… as
many as 50%... of the gathered throng
Would have accepted… Christ there
and… have been baptized

And perhaps the largest… judging by
the list of nations… would have been
the VISITORS

In either case… we can conclude that…
the throng was more that 3000…
maybe upward of 6000 +

Remember that… 3000 would be
baptized… that day (Acts 2:41)

Verse 7 is next… in our sleuthing… of
PRONOUNS:
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Q3: Who are THEY?
A: Again… the multitude… of men (i.e.
everyone)… from all nations (vs 7)…
including both VISITORS and LOCALS


le

o

 

lal eh o

Does this… seem to simple… hang on…
it gets better
Also… note that the disciples…. were
recognized as Galileans
How did they know this?
Simple… first they said… 2400 ἰδού idoo’… meaning behold… or see (213)
Well how do we… recognize someone
from… another country… or even a
different state… or region of our own
country?

Q4: Who are the THESE?
A: Again… The DISCIPLES… who
received the gift… of the HS… and
tongues (vss 1 & 4)

By first… their physical appearance…
their outward DRESS… and
Then their vernacular… either another
language… or a certain accent
i.e. their… laleo (296) vs… the more
common… lego (1343) to say or speak
Let’s look at… a similar scene…
recorded by Mark:
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Peter is at the fire… and the Maid… was
inquiring if… he was a disciple of Jesus
Look what she said… you are a
Galilean… and your
2981 λαλια lal-ee-ah’… dialect… , mode
of speech… or pronunciation… shows it
Notice that the dialect… simply
verified… what she already suspected
Peter was a Galilean… she knew he
was… from the North
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How? …his physical appearance… his
dress… and as it says… his apparent
accent
Back to Acts 2:8

Q5: Who is the WE and OUR?
A: The Multitude… yes but… perhaps
not all… inclusive of everyone there
(vs 13 i.e. others)
How did they… communicate among
themselves?
Well beside… their native tongue… they
all probably knew GREEK… and maybe
Hebrew and Aramaic
How many were there?
Possibly… over 6000:
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Remember last time… we counted as…
many as 16… different languages?
These are the VISITORS
But notice… Luke’s list… also includes
Judeans… theses are the LOCALS
This will be… important in a few:
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Thus they were… both amazed and
perplexed
And note if they were… “SAYING” to
one another… then they must have
had… a common tongue
Probably GREEK
Q: Who are the THEY… the mixedmultitude
But… look carefully… at the next verse:
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Synonyms - Ref: SDABC, Vol 6, p. 121
Note – The OTHERS used here… is the
less common… heteros… NT- 99 times
And NOT… the more common… allos...
NT- 160 times

243 generally denotes… simple
distinction… of individuals,
2087 involves the secondary idea… of
difference of kind.
i.e. - Hetero – sexual… meaning an
attraction to… not just an other… but
the other kind
So Luke is clearly… distinguishing not
just others… but others of… a different
sort… a different kind
Q6: who are these… OTHERS?
A1: Well it… CAN’T possibly be… the
VISITORS… i.e. mixed multitude (vss 512)… And it certainly… is NOT the…
DISCIPLES mocking
A2: That only leaves… one other
possibility… the LOCALS…

WHY? … Because as they… looked they
see…what the VISITORS see
GALALEEANS… in face… in dress… in
lingo
The OTHERS… the LOCALS seen… men
like themselves
We will prove this… more fully… in a
few minutes
This leads to the next question:
Q7: Who are… the THEY… accused of
being drunk?
A: Again… There are only two
possibilities –
Either -

1. The DISCIPLES… whose appearance
and vernacular… the LOCALS… could
not understand

While we are here… Let’s address… this
new wine comment:

2. Or the mixed-multitude of
VISITORS… who had just confessed…
they heard the disciples… speaking
their foreign tongues
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The word… translated “new wine”… is
1098… GLUCOSE… and not the usual
3631 - OINOS…
Which is always… translated wine… but
can mean… either new wine… or grape
juice

Why the different words?
The difficulty in translation… lies in a
few factors… 1. it is only found once…
here in the NT
The word… NEW… is probably used
because… it says Glucose… sugar
Thus... A literal translation… might be…
“they are full of sugar!”
However… we will see… in verse 15…
Peter will say… that the OTHERS were…
insinuating drunkenness
Thus… the backwards translation… to
verse 13… would imply the insertion…
of the word WINE

However new wine… i.e. fresh grape
juice… doesn’t make you intoxicated…
mystery ???
But… candy and a soda… does make...
especially kids… have a sugar high
Now… Charismatics believe… THEY
refers to… the DISCIPLES
And yet more… they INSINUATE the
disciples… were ACTING DRUNK
But note… there is nothing here… that
insinuates… such actions
Let’s get… back to the… who’s who
mystery:
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Q8: Who is it… that Peter address first?
A: The men of Judea… his native
LOCALS
Q9: What would their… native
language be?
A: Aramaic… or some form there of…
depending on accent
Q10: Who does he… address next?
A: All who… dwell in Jerusalem…
remember verse 5?
2:5 And there were dwelling in
Jerusalem Jews, devout men, from
every nation under heaven.
So he address… 2 separate groups… the
Judeans… LOCALS… and Dwellers…
Foreign Born… VISITORS
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Note: This also confirms ..that there are
only three groups… Men of Judea…
Dwellers / Victors… Peter and the
Apostles
Again… There are only two
possibilities… in this accusation –
Either -

Why not… address them… as one
throng together?

1. The DISCIPLES
2. Or the VISITORS

Simple… remember… the LOCALS… the
OTHERS… have accused someone… of
being full of sugar

Then Peter says:

Wow too many pronouns!
Note… that the word… Peter uses is
Methoo… the root is 3178 Methe…
intoxication
Lets ask the simple question first…
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Q11: Who is the YOU? …in verse 15
A: It is the OTHERS… of verse 13… who
suppose… someone is drunk… i.e. the
LOCALS
Q12: Who then… are the THESE?
A: Clearly… it is the THEY… of verse 13
So one pronoun… defines another… but Remember there were… 120+ disciples
and… 3000-6000+ in the throng
we know the OTHERS… of another
sort… must be the LOCALS
Unfortunately… we weren’t there… and
neither were… the Modern
Then the THEY / THESE can only be:
Charismatics
And the pronouns… do not make it
Either the DISCIPLES or the VISITORS…
clear… though some might… insist it is
which is it?
clear… to serve their Modern practices
So we ask:
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1. Possibly… because the DISCIPLES…
were speaking hectos… “Other”
languages…
Which the Charismatics imply… was
gibberish… i.e. intoxicated slurs
But this seems unlikely… because the
VISITORS… testified they were…
speaking the tongues… “in which we
were born”
2. Possibly… because the DISCIPLES…
were zealous to share… “the wonderful
works of God”
Whichever… if either… there is no
contextual indication… of drunken
actions… or slurred words
However… we can likewise ask:
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1. Possibly… because the LOCALS… like
the VISITORS… recognized the
DISCIPLES… to be Galilean fisher folk
Yet here are… these visitors claiming…
the DISCIPLES are speaking… over 16
different languages

What might you say… given a similar
occurrence?
If you and you friends… were standing
in a crowd of… French… German…
Italian… and Spanish born people
A group of speakers… gets up... and
addresses the crowd…
Now you can see that… all the speakers
are clearly… American born and raised
All of you… including the Foreigners…
collectively speak English… yet the
foreigners… Are insisting… they each
hear… the speakers in… French…
German… Italian… and Spanish
What would you say?
Simple… YOU ARE DRUNK!!!
Here is another point of interest… in
verse 13 there are 2 pronouns (Others
and They) in verse 14 there are two
addressees (Judeans and Visitors) in
verse 15 there are again 2 pronouns
(These and You). Could it be that the
Adjectives/Nouns of vs. 14 are the
antecedents of vs. 15? We also know
that the (Others vs.13 = You vs. 15)
So:
Others = Judeans = You and
They = Visitors = These

So it is probable that:
The Locals… were accusing… the
Visitors of… tipping the wine skin…
before breakfast
Thus Peter came to their defense…
saying essentially… its true… they are
hearing… God’s word… from us… in
their native tongue…
Modern Charismatics… want to insist…
that the Disciples were drunk… and
acting drunk… i.e. they were DRUNK in
the SPIRIT
Where does this idea come from?
Modern… Charismatic practice…
Which curiously enough… did not
happen… from bible times… until just
recently???
Yet phenomenal… tongues gibberish…
and drunken actions… are prevalent in
Hinduism and Voodism… and other
false religious of the world
Lets take a look:
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Why so many Pronouns? …22 in less
than 10 verses… disassociated directly
with… the people they represent
Why didn’t the Locals say… these
speakers… or these visitors?

Why didn’t Peter say… my fellow
disciples… or these foreign speakers?

Why would someone… impose such
thoughts… upon Pentecost?

So it is a mystery… my vote is on the…
LOCALS accusing the VISITORS
It simply… seems more likely… because
there a… likely motive

For the same reason they claim…
Tongues is an unknown language

However… Whichever… there is no
evidence… of drunken actions…
stumbling… stammering… falling out…
and the like
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To justify… their Modern
manifestation… which they claim are
the… proof of the “HOLY” Spirit
As illustrated in… the following video:

Folks something very real… and very
powerful and convincing… happens in
those meetings… but I don’t think… its
a “HOLY” spirit
Test the spirits… 1John 4:1
For false christs and Prophets will
deceive many… Mt 24:11, 24
Let’s end with… this poignant thought:
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Written in 1894… Welcome to the
future!
We need to know… and trust the Word

